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Reimagining place 
The possibilities of Paul Carter's Nearamnew 
Emily Potter 
The public discourse surrounding water shortages and drought in 
Australia has recently picked up pace. State premiers appear on tele-
vision appealing for conservative water practices among their con-
stituents; irate neighbours denounce one another's perceived flouting 
of tightened water restrictions; and national broadsheets publish edi-
torials and opinion pieces that put forward regularly conflicting solu-
tions and predictions for Australia's water health. But the issue of 
water use and management has long been prominent in the Australian 
public realm, giving rise-as Arthur points out in chapter 5-to a 
range of remedial proposals and schemes, some more extreme than 
others. In 2002, the spoof Chaser news team from the fictitious 
CNNNN offered a solution to Australia's lack of rainfall that satirised 
this history. Their proposal was to tilt Australia, and it was explained 
thus: 'Because of the Great Dividing Range, there's too much water on 
the eastern seaboard ... [however] if we tilt the country to the west, 
the water will naturally flow inland. Amazingly, it will only cost 
just under $80 billion. All we need is a few strategically controlled 
explosions on the edge of the continental shelf. Western Australia 
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drops five metres. Country tilts like a see-saw. Water moves. Drought 
solved!'l 
The Chaser team's suggestion pilloried Alan Jones' infamous 
claim (made in the same year) that it would be possible to 'drought-
proof Australia' by turning various rivers inland and pumping 'sur-
plus' water to where it was lacking. He explained: 'It's not that we don't 
have water, but we don't have it where it's needed. All those rivers up 
[in north-eastern Australia], the Clarence River ... the Burdekin River 
... they can all be turned inland and used. And then you can flood 
your river system in drought time.'2 As was pointed out by several 
commentators-and given further press in the byline to CNNNN's 
'Tilt' campaign, 'CNNNN Profiteering'-Jones' desire to water 
Australia had perhaps more to do with his own business interests 
than environmental concerns ('sponsored', as he was, by Telstra to 
improve the company's image among its rural customers). Still, it is in 
the rhetoric and vision of a drought-proofed Australia that this 
chapter finds its ground. What the comments of both Jones and 
CNNNN highlight is the particular role of narrative in the making of 
environments. In their mechanised approaches to water and water-
places is an ecological imaginary, or poetic position, in which human 
and non-human relations, conceptual and physical, are configured 
and written on to the land. 
In line with Enlightenment tradition and Plato's dictum that 'the 
human' is the measure of all things, non-Indigenous Australians have 
largely understood themselves to be ontologically distinct from the 
non-human world.3 Nature has long been considered an opponent of 
culture: either an unlimited resource to be used for human benefit or 
an impediment to it, and a kind of theatrical backdrop for human 
activity. VVhat this means for Australia today, I argue, is an ever-wid-
ening gulf between the stories that we tell about ourselves and the 
world-our place myths-and what is environmentally and socially 
sustainable. The implications of this are real and tangible. Just how 
we respond to these is a technical as much as a discursive concern. 
Yet without attending to the ways in which non -InrugenousAustralians 
narrate their environment, we will continue to reproduce the same, 
damaging, stories of place. No matter what measures we choose to 
employ in the cause of environmental sustainability, not much will 
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change until non-Indigenous Australians start imagining ourselves 
differently into the land. 
The creation of new place myths is the interest of Australian 
writer and artist Paul Carter. His ambitious project Nearamnew, a 
public space design for the plaza of Federation Square, Melbourne, is 
a self-confessed attempt to 'dream place into being, locally, region-
ally and globally.4 Through a discussion of this work, and the poetic 
philosophy that informs it, I hope to draw attention to a practice, and 
a politics, that puts storytelling at the heart of environmental design. 
In a time of widespread drought, Nearamnew recognises that cultural 
invention is as necessary to any remedy as techno-science and, fur-
thermore, that the environmental and the social cannot be treated as 
distinct entities. To attend to one must be to attend to the other. 
Carter's argument is that the degradation of social, or civic, space is 
complicit in environmental loss. For him, public space-as a potent 
site for discursive exchange and rhetorical experimentation-is key 
in a process of cultural reimagining that is the remaking of place. 
Importantly, remaking is also recovering-what Nearamnew brings to 
the heart of one of Australia's biggest cities is the potential for our 
mythic reinvention predicated not upon a clean imaginative slate but 
on a remembering of the ecological stories indigenous to this place. 
Carter's approach to public space design is located in a theory of 
place-making that draws on both Western and non-Western concep-
tual frameworks. Indigenous Australian understandings of place-in 
which landscape is not 'seen', as in a picturesque tradition, but nar-
rated into being-and the Italian philosopher Giambattista Vico's 
notion of the mythic origins of human social structures, inform this 
poetic position in which place comes after the story. 5 This is not nature 
as cultural construct-a representation, or as symbolic of cultural 
tropes. Instead, the structures, forms and horizons of our world are 
the alphabet of a common rnythos, a culture's social, political and 
economic self-image. The reservoir, the fence-line, technologies of 
mining and damming are all materialisations of a story that imagines 
the human and non-human in certain and particular ways. 
In Carter's view; again influenced by Indigenous concepts of 
place-making as an active ongoing process of storytelling in which 
different individuals participate, the life and health of our lived 
environments depends on a discursive flow that he identifies as 
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symptomatic of democratic, mobile and transformative communi-
ties. Without the conditions to enable storytelling, places lose their 
dynamism and become the imposition of unsustainable place myths. 
As Carter has frequently pointed out, the origin of prescribed public 
space in the West, the ancient Agora, was first conceived of as a place 
of public speech. It was here that people came to talk, to gather and 
disperse. Indeed, as Carter indicates, the word 'agora' refers etymo-
logically to the process of gathering.6 Embodied energies and ephem-
eral speech-lines are interdependent as they§~ript and sculpt public 
space. 
Figure 17.1: Paul Carter and Lab architecture studio, Nearamnew, Federation 
Square (Melbourne), 2003 
Source: Age 
For Carter, public space fails when it is unable to generate and 
support what he terms 'other speak': a plurality of non-hierarchical 
voices, turning towards-rather than in defiance of-difference, and 
grounded, always provisionally, in an environment. This is because 
both poetically and materially, the ground beneath our feet is never 
given: it should not be assumed to be permanent and solid. According 
to Carter, the quest for firm ground characterised colonial Australia 
·.1 and subsequently denied what he refers to as the 'humidity'-
::r meaning the indeterminate, unfinished, intermingling nature-of 
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social and environmental transformations. It imposed a (dry thinking', 
one of exclusions and oppositions, on to the process of place-making. 7 
This equation of uncertain ground, or humid environments, with cre-
ative and sustaining communities brings a poetic ambition to 
Nearamnew that is at once figurative and literaL By the banks of the 
Yarra, and recalling in its form the drought and saline-ridden lands of 
the Murray Mallee in northern Victoria, this work of art brings an 
enlarged significance to the implications ofldry'. 
Despite the prevalence of coastal dwellers in this country, non-
Indigenous Australians have inherited a cultural distaste for wetlands, 
particularly in areas designated for economic and social founda-
tions-housing and farming, for instance. This antipathy for what is 
moist and damp connects to a Western ontological tradition in which 
the self is defined through its opposition to uncertainty, instability 
and non-linear time. Michael Taussig explains that marshlands are 
historically attributed a 'miasmic' dimension in European culture, 
associating the unsettled ground of the marsh with pollution, infec-
tions and untenable transgressions.s Neither solid nor liquid, the 
marshlands occupy a liminal place that contradicts the Western land-
scape tradition in which the human subject can, with straight passage 
and erect carriage, command its horizons. The marsh suggests an 
entirely different way of being in, and moving through, an environ-
ment. In order to maintain ontological surety, one of the first impera-
tives of the colonial endeavour was to repress such humid stories and 
instead to WIite alternative myths into the land. 
Deforestation, survey mapping and agricultural construction 
reimagined and, as much as possible, remade the land as a passive 
and pliable surface, affording unrestrained passage and, with it, eco-
nomic opportunities. Wetlands that represented an obstacle to the 
dominance of this story were methodically drained. Remaking the 
environment not only facilitated colonial occupation; it also imposed 
a nature culture narrative in which humans alone monopolise agency. 
The need to reinscribe this narrative in our environmental practices 
since these early years of colonisation speaks of a fundamental inse-
curity in our culture over what was being cleared away, redirected or 
kept outside. Our imaginary boundaries, physical enclosures, roads 
and properties have become a psychological necessity for main-
taining this mythic distance from a landscape we want to conrrol. 
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It is because of the dominance of this narrative that non-
Indigenous Australians have consistently failed to register water as an 
ecological constituent with which we are entangled, rather than one 
we simply command, distrust or exploit. Resultantly, this 'drying prin-
ciple" as Carter calls it, is now marked across the continent.9 As wet-
lands have been drained and cleared and riparian areas transformed 
into parcels of agricultural land, the complex network of life forms 
that constituted these miasmic ecologies has been lost. We have inter-
vened in and redirected the natural patterns of waterways; the 
cadences of indigenous water-flow have been silenced. OUf remade 
landscapes are like a stage on which only one actor is spotlit, held 
firm in a grid of environmental order and ontological certainty, and 
oblivious to what Carter calls the 'in-between sounds or rumours' 
that are the alternative stories, past and future, of an Australian 
ecology.lo 
In such a theatricalised environment, there are no irregularities 
in the land that may surprise, no points for discursive or actual unor-
thodox meetings between wanderers. Carter's analogy for the colonial 
project of a billiard table, upon which balls roll in straight lines of pas-
sage, 'hitting' each other only to shoot off and away, is effective. ll The 
non-Indigenous authoring of a non-dynamic relation between the 
human and the environment in Australia ensured that bodies-in-
space were regulated kinetically as well as poetically. The story that 
demands the levelling of grolilld and the remodelling of the land is 
one in which untimely meetings between self and other are discour-
aged and even prevented. Here, where both space and time are flat-
tened, <no convergence of interests could ever be discovered: no 
dimples, folds or slopes [remain] in the social field where different 
folk might "roll" together or significantly depart'.12 As the environ-
ment suffers from the narratives we have imposed, so does our com-
munity. There becomes no possibility of the continual approaches 
and reinventions that a dynamic community requires. 
The perversion of 'dry thinking' is that it allows us to enjoy our 
(now somewhat regulated) access to water via pipes and its conven-
ient disappearance via drains, even while the failings of our agricul-
rural, urban planning and environmental {management' strategies 
:are quite clearly evident. 13 We still hold on to the belief that water can 
be controlled and contained-that it is unambiguously fluid-and 
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will continue to flow whenever we turn on the tap, because we have 
yet to foster alternative place stories. The outcome of this is a massive 
failing of our ecological health. According to the 2002 Australian 
Terrestrial Biodiversity Assessment, conducted on behalf of the 
Federal Government, approximately 50 per cent of riparian lands 
across Australia have been destroyed since European settlement, and 
'many ... wetlands have been subject to major modifications'. 14 There 
has been a correlating decline in the numbers of waterbirds and other 
wildlife and a dramatic reduction in native riparian vegetation. Rural 
communities are under Significant stress, and in the cities, the regu-
lated movement of bodies and traffic via pathways, traffic lights and 
intersections repeats a spatial vision in which containment and dis-
connection-as environmental practices-characterises the social. 
Coincidentally in the same year as the Biodiversity Assessment's 
release, Alan Jones' perspective on how to overcome Australia's water 
shortages, and CNNNN's humorous take on it, connect directly to a 
mythic tradition in which non-Indigenous Australians respond to 
their environment solely through a mode of supra-action, perpetu-
ating a destructive breach between human and non-human worlds. 
Nearamnew 
Nearamnew sits at the heart of Federation Square on the banks of the 
Yarra River: 7500 square metres of text and sculptural form rendered 
in Kimberley sandstone. It is a work of art that is also landscape 
design, integrated as it is with the surrounding architectural struc-
tures. But as it constitutes the main plaza of a significant gathering 
point in the Melbourne CBD, it is also a public space design. In this 
way, Nearamnewchallenges the paradigm of public space in which all 
discourse, or acts of civic remembering, are symbolically located in 
works of public art that need no apparent connection to their sur-
roundings. Such an approach dominates urban design in Australian 
cities today, with the Melbourne Docklands area providing a prime 
example: spaces that discourage spontaneous discourse, and works 
of art that neither physically nor imaginatively engage a public and 
that are imposed on, rather than emerge out of, the place in which 
they sit. Self-consciously attending to the lack of discursive public 
space, Nearamnew expands and diversifies this conception of story-
telling and public memory. At its heart is an ethical proposition that 
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instates recollection at the heart of invention. If our places, or lived 
environments, are cultural productions, then sustainable environ-
ments and their communities hold the capacity for their continual 
remaking. 
The ambition of Nearamnew is manifold: in keeping with the 
rationale of the commission, to create an analogue of federalism that 
complements and critiques the making of the Australian na.tion; to 
invite individuals into the space and renovate the civility of the city 
centre; and to enable and perform the makiJ.lg, rnythopoeically, of 
new stories of place. For Carter, mythopoiesis is a technique of place-
making that operates in the exclusions of our prevailing place myths. 
The ground of urban design is approached as a scattered surface of 
human and environmental histories-the immaterial, incomplete 
stories and traces repressed by single narratives of place. Yet, crucially, 
a mythopoeic approach to public space does not simply represent 
historical difference: rather, it is a performative practice, generating 
stories provisionally, as the polyphony of an environment is presented 
or brought forth in the ongoing life of the site. It opens up to reimag-
hung what is already there. 
The mythopoeic return of a repressed environment is a key fea-
ture of Nearamnew, and within its visual form is a federal system con-
sidered ecologically. Consisting of three poetic 'levels'-a local, a 
regional and a global-Nearamnew suggests the tripartite form of the 
Australian federal system, but locates precedents of difference for our 
current federalism in the non-material heritage of the Federation 
Square precinct. The Kulin nation-a grouping of five tribes com-
posed of smaller clans, in central Victoria-was a federal organisation 
in this place that predated ~ustralia'. Before colonisation, the site of 
what is now Federation Square-the land of the Wurundjeri-was an 
extraterritorial gathering space demarcated for inter-tribal business 
of the Kulin people. IS The name 'Nearamnew' carries this history: a 
'mishearing' (and thus a remaking) of 'Narr-m': a non-Indigenous 
recording of an Indigenous word meaning 'the place on which the 
city of Melbourne is now built'.16 
There is humid thinking at work in Carter's design as the single 
act of federal founding, commemorated in the conventional act of 
physical construction, is dispersed into various, incomplete, sto-
rylines of this place. But more literally, perhaps, Nearamnew's federal 
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poetics are watery. Here, in the movements between global, regional 
and local forms, the local water economy of the Yarra River and its 
tributaries is remembered. The 'natural logic'-to use Stephen 
Muecke's term-of this economy was a federal one: in contrast to the 
current condition of the river, before the Yarra was banked and its 
swamplands drained, this water system consisted of 'global inunda-
tions', intermittently overflowing the regional riverbanks, 'to feed and 
preserve a network of local creeks, waterholes and billabongs',I? The 
visual flow between the global, regional and local levels of Nearamnew 
suggests this structure. The global level is the sandstone ground of the ' 
plaza, with its whorl pattern that appears to eddy across the square, 
Nine 'rents', or irregular ground fissures within with the plaza, com-
posed out of the letters n-e-a-r-a-m-n-e-w, are the regional forms and 
provide the space for the textual installations that make up 
Nearamnew's local 'Federal Visions'. The texts themselves cannot be 
immediately deciphered: they appear to dip and weave out of the 
rents in the ground. The delicacy of the colours and movement forms 
in these patterns of sandstone remembers the indigenous (lacework' 
of the local ecology as the creeks of the Yarra River system intercon-
nected' and eventually returned their water to the sea. 
Figure 17.2: Paul Carter and Lab architecture studio; 'Deakin's Vision', 
Nearamnew, Federation Square (Melbourne), 2003 
Source: Paul Carter 
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Federalism reconceived ecologically has a further presence at 
Federation Square. The design of the global whorl pattern, and the 
regional rents that mark the plaza, is informed by an Indigenous bark 
etching of Lake Tyrrell and its tributary, Tyrrell Creek, in the Victorian 
Murray Mallee COlU1try, assumed to date from around 1860. The whorl 
of the plaza echoes the turbulence of the lake depicted in this etching, 
swelling and flooding its surrounding environment. The etching was 
created in post-invasion times by an lU1known artist, presumably 
local to Lake Tyrrell (and thus a member of thei:Boorong people). Like 
the name 'Nearamnew', Carter points out, the etching is a product of 
hybridisation. Depicting not only the lake and creek but also colonial 
culture and technology as well as scenes of Indigenous ceremonial 
and social life, the artist's vision is ecological in the sense that human 
and non-human life are depicted in tandem and moreover 'announces', 
says Carter, the tripartite of a 'new confederacy: neighbourliness, co-
existence and creativity'. 18 
This model of relation and interdependence, like the Kulin 
nation's federal system, coalesced on the banks of the Yarra, is not 
simply pedagogic or symbolic. While it remembers in a mythopoeic 
form the stories of connection and renewal that attend to this place, 
by its poetic performance of the water-flow of Lake Tyrrell it insists 
upon the proximity of the visitors to Federation Square to our ravaged 
rural environments. Their complicity is both referenced and enacted: 
as it draws attention to the stories that have shaped these lands as 
lying not 'out there' somewhere but instead 'deeply layered underfoot 
in the urban myths of the placers] we go on creating', Nearamnewwit-
nesses the coming into being of new stories of place. generated as 
people come and go across the site.19 The poetic presence of Lake 
Tyrrell, as an Indigenous story retold by anon-Indigenous artist, 
stands as a reminder of loss. Decades of clearing, unsustainable 
farming and irrigation have halted the periodic inflows and outflows 
at Lake Tyrrell. The 'new confederacy' imagined by the Boorong artist 
did not materialise, either in the Mallee or elsewhere in Australia. But 
the etching's reimagining also admits into public space a largely for-
gotten history of creativity and invention in the whorl of Lake Tyrrell's 
poetic waters. 
Here is another significance of federal poetics: in a world that is 
warming, and a continent suffering from a lengthy and destructive 
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drought, we can no longer afford to entertain stories that disconnect 
place from place and cause from effect. Nearamnew fosters and per-
forms an imaginary of global networks, whereby the creek and the 
ocean are intimately linked. As people gather and walk across the 
shape of Lake Tyrrell in the heart of Melbourne, they are coming into 
contact with the lands of the Mailee, redrawing a relationship and 
beginning to generate different myths of human/non-human con-
nections. When it rains in Melbourne stories will incrementally 
emerge from the plaza's surface as its carved texts fill with water and 
then begin to dry out, spelling new words each time. We can remember 
that rainfall in Melbourne city has declined as the drought in the 
Mallee has worsened: there are links to be made between the clear-
ance of land in a distant time and place and the water in our reser~ 
voirs today. 
This is a storytelling based on encounter, on finding what is 
already present: as we pass across the ground of Nearamnew we are 
constantly negotiating our place, making new belongings in relation 
Figure 17.3: Paul Carter and Lab architecture studio, 'Ferryman's Vision', 
Nearamnew, Federation Square (Melbourne), 2003, detail 
Source: Paul. Carter 
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to what we come across. As the public wanders about the plaza of 
Federation Square, a landscape of kinetic variability unfolds in which 
spatial improvisation introduces a discourse between foot and ground 
that is the precursor to story-making. Here, the grid of the city is 
replaced with the rise and fall of a choreographed space that is met 
with an always-changing environmental design-in different 
weathers, different seasons-and the ongoing, unpredictable move-
ments of human figures. Ideally, this is the role of public space: to be 
lived as if it were not the theatrical and passive surface our culture has 
imagined environments to be, but instead as a place in process, whose 
significance is always a contemporary invention. As a public space, 
Nearamnew is (potentially) never closed: a future of local encounters 
sustains the polyphony of place. Carter relates the rhythms of a 
human community to environmental networks, and in doing so illu-
minates the significance of motility to both. In the patterns of the 
swelling Lake Tyrrell and the Yarra's series of creeks and inlets, sug-
gesting an ecological health that we no longer have, the import of 
'leading out', or turning, towards another in a social space constituted 
by discourse is registered.20 
By opening up new stories of place, via engagement between a 
public and the already-present traces of alternative histories and 
ecologies, to those that dominate culturally (as well as physically) in 
Australia, Nearamnew confronts the dry thinking that has, since colo-
nisation, come to characterise human and non-human relations in 
this country. It returns discursive diversity and play to the production 
of public space and, with it, acknowledges the significance of story-
telling to democratic community and environmental well-being. 
Behind the actions, or inactions, of industry and politicians, and the 
disinterest or disbelief of many non-Indigenous Australians, lie the 
stories through which we have made our environments. To revisit and 
reinvent our myths of place is to open up possibilities for an environ-
mentally sustainable future, and to recognise and readmit the capacity 
to transform that exists in our communities and their non-human 
milieux. 0 bscured in the myths of a flat, cleared and orchestrated 
landscape-one that can be tilted, turned, built or bulldozed-is the 
metabolism of a sustaining-as much as sustainable-ecology. 
Through our designs on place we can renew ourselves as we remake 
the worlds in which we live. 
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